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Abstract:
This paper focuses on the level of phobia among non-muslim students of Educational Institution in
Malaysia. In this paper, the history of islamophobia is also discussed briefly. Islamofobia is not a new
issues in the world. Itâ€™s already exist since the emergence of Islam (religion of Allah). Almost all
the prophets, during their time faced rebellion and revolt from those who were against Islam. But
the resistance towards the prophets were different based on the races, skills (given by Allah) and
current situation. Almighty to Allah, all the problems, obstacles and resistance had been handled
and settled wisely by the prophets. Anti Islam or islamophobia happened in the past and it is still
there even today. Islamophobia increased after the terrific event in â€śSeptember 11, 2001â€ť.
Most of the muslims from western countries were treated badly. Fortunately, in Malaysia
non-muslims live comfortabily and in harmony. But then, there are certain cases of islamophobia
happen. Nevertheless, it is not serious. This paper analyses islamophobia among non-muslim
students in Educational Institution. The purpose of this paper is to find out the level of
islamophobhia among them. As for this paper, the level of phobia is categorized into three levels.
The first stage is fear, second is hatred and third is threat. The three categories which have been
analysed has been defined before by Zafar Iqbal (2010), Ponyting & Mason (2007) and Oxford
Advanced Learnerâ€™s Dictionary (2005). Malaysia is an Islamic Country and majority are
muslims. So, knowing the level of phobia among non-muslim is very important to maintain the
harmony and peaceful relationship among all races in Malaysia. The researched has been carried
out by 250 set of questionaires to non-muslim students to know their level of phobia towards Islam.
The data analysed using SPSS method and the result will be discussed in presentation and full
paper.
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